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Impactos	  Ambientais	  	  
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“Catástrofe en la educación” (SPAIN) 

“Miserable noten für deutsche schüler” (GERMANY)  

“Are we not such dunces after all?” (UK) 

“Preocupese. Seu filho é mal educado” (PORTUGAL)  

“Economic Time Bomb: US teens are amongst worst on maths” (USA) 

“Mediocre schools are not good enough for our children” (AUSTRIA)  

“The results are a catastrophe compared to our high  
priority of resources given to the schools” (DENMARK) 



1.- Innovative  

2.- International 

3.- Non depending on single 
government policy 

4.- Use a “competence” language 

5.-  Provide a large and useful 
database 

1.- Culturally biased  

2.-  Methodologically unclear and 
constrained 

3.- Conceptual framework under no global 
agreement  

4.-  Extremelly expensive 
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1.- Social impact by media 

2.- Bad influence on curricula: 
learning to test 

3.- Political response  

4.- Service to public governments 

5.- Going further of its real scope  

1.-  An impulse to take care of 
education 

2.-  Learning from others 

3.- A tool for new competences/ies  
frameworks 

4.-  A complete reference tool to develope 
new ones  

5.- A way to understand cultural 
diversity 
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Ease collaboration with peers 

Allow the acomplishment of more complex tasks 

Provide technical skills 

Increase motivation and self esteem 

Change students and teachers´ roles 

Improve design skills  

Increase the use of outside resources  

Positive 
influences of 
ICT (source 
EdTech) 



Being mathematically 
competent 

BEING AND 
FEELING 

SOLVING 
PROBLEMS 

REASONING 

COMMUNICATING 

HANDLING  
WITH  

PROCEDURES 

MODELLING 





Deskilling 

Lack of privacy 

Increase leisure time 

Changing learning priorities 

Technology overload and dependence 

Increase the risk of leaving people behind 

Increase “avatar societies” 

Negative 
influences of 
ICT 











Teachers need  
support and  

research should  
provide some  

Education 
should speak 
some kind of 

universal 
language  

The matter of  
competences  
in the basis of  

critical citizenship  

Globalization, diversity  
and the chance  

to learn from  
others 

International  
comparative  

studies as a tool  
to improve  

Research shows  
that quality in  

teaching is  
essential  

We need to 
clarify the 

meaning of 
being a 

competent 
teacher 

Quality is 
concerned with pre-

service and in-
service  

Global	  problems	  –	  Local	  insights?	  
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http://www.uva.es/portal/paginas/navDirectorio?carpeta=/
contenidos/institutos/gir/ 

INVESTIGACIÓN TRANSDISCIPLINAR EN EDUCACIÓN  

TECNOLOGÍAS DE LA INFORMACIÓN Y LAS 
TELECOMUNICACIONES  

ESTUDIOS DE DOCTORADO 
REGULADOS POR EL R.D. 99/2011, DE 
28 DE ENERO 

GRUPOS DE INVESTIGACIÓN 
RECONOCIDOS 

CENTROS 

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIÓN TRANSDISCIPLINAR EN 
EDUCACIÓN (www.cetie.uva.es)  


